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The sixth edition of NAMC is once again 
an opportunity for the manufacturing 
fraternity in India to engage their 

management teams on a multidimensionally 
beneficial industry platform. Our 
methodology evaluates an organization 
through a tailor-made approach focussed 
on its business priorities, this has been the 
foundation of NAMC’s success in India. This 
year we bring in further positive additions 
such as a more detailed assessment report. I 
wish each participating organization the very 
best for their success.

Anand Louie, 
Director, 
International Research  
Institute for ManufacturingTM, India

The International Research Institute for 
Manufacturing is a professional body involved 
in supporting the manufacturing industry in 
various parts of the world through research, 
consulting and training services. 
We are considered as a preferred partner by 
renowned manufacturing organizations when 
it comes to deploying a robust manufacturing 
strategy. We seek to be agents of positive 
change in all our endeavours.
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NATIONAL AWARDS FOR  
MANUFACTURING COMPETITIVENESS 2018-19

SUBSTANCE DRIVEN 
ENGAGEMENT PROCESS

Interactive training program with practical 
insights on manufacturing strategies

On-site closed forum discussions on business 
and operational priorities

Brainstorming on applicability of industry 
 best practices

Tailor-made assessment that evaluates 
operational alignment with organizational goals

Actionable report to streamline manufacturing 
improvement initiatives

To appraise and applaud the 
manufacturing competitiveness 

of organizations in India and 
encourage them in their process 

of becoming world class.

We will deliver an enriching 
experience for your manufacturing 

team. The expert team 
conducting the assessment would 

encourage and enable positive 
changes in your organization.

MISSION OUR PROMISE
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SALIENT FEATURES

Priority-Adapt TM ON-SITE ASSESSMENT
Priority AdaptTM is a unique methodology to gauge and prioritize the focus areas for the 
Organization to increase its manufacturing competitiveness. It is an interactive group 
exercise carried along with all the key functional managers and decision makers of the 
facility. The assessment is tailor made depending on the findings from the exercise.

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
10 Indicators of Manufacturing Competitiveness

Engages key functional managers in thought provoking group discussions

Quantifies the relevance of the assessment findings to the growth plans of the organizations

Higher importance is given to issues that matter to the participating site

Negates the need to create bulky application documents

Focused in developing a road map towards more competitive manufacturing 

Encapsulates sector-specific trends, opportunities and challenges into the assessment model
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Adaptability to customer
and market requirements

Planning and 
implementation of 

improvement initiatives

Hands-on leadership 
deployment

Availability of critical 
information at 
required stages

Data based decision 
making at all levels

Stability in performance 
in changing external and 

internal environment

Maintain challenge of 
prevailing processes

Ability to map and 
optimize work flow

Ensuring continuous 
maturation on all 

processes

Ability to nurture learning 
environment and deploy  

workforce talent



STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT 
ACTIONABLE REPORT
This edition of NAMC will also have a proprietary Strategic 
Alignment Actionable Report. In addition to detailing the current 
maturity of manufacturing competitiveness of the facility, the 
report shall also indicate actionable best practices that can make 
a positive impact to the organization.

1.  Manufacturing Competitiveness Index- A numerical scale 
between 0 to 120 that shall denote competitive progress

2. Highlights on the observed strategic strong points

3. Identification and analysis of business imperative focal points

4. Actionable opportunities for growth and development

5. Comparative charts, Industry trends and opinions

Key Features-
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Our consultants work with you throughout the 
workshop to create Personal Development 
Plans for you – so you have an actionable 
list to take away with you to ensure that the 
learning is transferred to the workplace.

TRANSFERABLE 
LEARNING

Our workshops are based on best practice 
thinking, which is derived from the extensive 
emerging industry and market insight analysis 
which IRIM conducts.

Industry Experts will deliver sessions 
on changing trends and practices in the 
manufacturing sector.

RIGOROUS

EXPERT SPEAK

All workshop group sizes are kept to a small 
number of delegates to allow a high level of 
interaction and to ensure that all individual’s 
learning objectives are met.

HIGHLY INTERACTIVE

The two day workshop is attended by 
delegates from the participating companies 
of NAMC. It is designed to develop internal 
champions for manufacturing competitiveness. 
The workshop would be conducted by trainers 
from IRIM who have experience of evaluating 
hundreds of manufacturing sites.

The workshop will also introduce and discuss 
in detail the NAMC Assessment methodology.

THE MANUFACTURING 
COMPETITIVENESS 
WORKSHOP
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HOW DOES YOUR FACILITY EARN AN AWARD?

The facility receiving a Gold Medal and having the 
highest score among participating facilities across 
all sectors would earn the NAMC Award.

NAMC AWARD

Gold

A facility scoring  
81 and above would 
earn a Gold Medal.

Bronze

A facility scoring  
61 and above would 
earn a Bronze Medal.

A facility scoring  
71 and above would 
earn a Silver Medal.

Silver
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The company's manufacturing setup 
is continuously improving its ability to 
complement the business strategy.

Stage 4 

The process of enabling business 
strategy through improvement in 
manufacturing has began.

Stage 3 

The company has shown good 
improvements in manufacturing 
matrices that would complement 
business strategy of the organization.

Stage 2

The company has identified the 
key matrices in manufacturing that 
would complement the business 
strategy of the organization.

Stage 1 

No significant progress towards 
becoming competitive.Stage 0
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WHAT THE  EXPERTS SPEAK!

TATA Motors Ltd,  
Pantnagar 

SASAN Power Ltd,  
A subsidiary of Reliance Power

Maruti Suzuki India Ltd, 
Manesar

BPCL,  
Mumbai Refinery

Nestle India Ltd, 
Bicholim

JCB India Ltd,  
 Jaipur

Hindalco Industries Ltd, 
Muri Works

“I complement IRIM team for the 
assessment and it is a privilege to receive 

the award, going forward we would 
be measuring our performance based 

on the performance in this award. The 
assessment methodology is disruptive, 

unlike other regular assessments.”

“We would like to thank IRIM for 
recognizing SASAN Power Ltd as the 

most cost-effective power plants.  
At SASAN Power we are continuously 
challenged, and this has helped us to 

become innovative to survive.”

“At Maruti we have a target of zero 
defect through zero accident, We attest 
to the fact that excellence is a journey 
and not a destination. We would like 
to thank IRIM for all the hard work 
and this will go a long way across all 

industries in India.”

“In the NAMC framework the outcome 
is not getting an award, it is more like 

a deviation management for finding out 
opportunities for improvement to make 

us competitive in future.”

“This award ensures that we are 
competitive in the manufacturing 

arena. We would like to thank IRIM 
assessment team for the value addition 

that was created.”

“On behalf of JCB family, I would like to 
thank IRIM for presenting us with this 
award. More than winning the award 

it is important to sustain the award, we 
will give it our best shot to sustain our 

competitiveness.”

“On behalf of the Muri, Hindalco Team, I 
would like to thank the IRIM assessment 
team for selecting us for the award. The 
assessors had given us valuable feedback 

after a thorough assessment of all the 
areas of our unit on which we are working.

It was a great learning experience.”

Award Winners for NAMC 2017-18

“We are privileged to receive the NAMC 
award. The assessment gave us an 

opportunity to define a new benchmark for 
ourselves and to achieve higher levels of 

customer satisfaction.”

Schneider Electric India Pvt Ltd,  
Hyderabad

UltraTech Cement Ltd,  
Aditya Cement Works

“As part of the Aditya Birla Group, 
we have faced many assessments and 
audits, but it was unique experience 

with NAMC. Their priority adapt based 
assessment gave us immense satisfaction 
that they identified the strong points that 
were matching our long term strategy.”
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WE ARE PRIVILEGED TO BE WORKING WITH 
SOME OF THE BEST AND MOST FORWARD 
LOOKING ORGANIZATIONS IN INDIA
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ALL MANUFACTURING SITES THAT HAVE 
OPERATIONS IN INDIA CAN BE  

A PART OF THIS AWARDS PROGRAM
Each facility would be primarily categorized in accordance to their sales turnover. The 

facility would have to mail us a duly filled enrollment form along with an enrollment fee. The 
assessment fee would be applicable only for the shortlisted (based on the data provided in 

the application document) facilities.

*All fee and charges are excluding 18% GST. Government taxes are subject to change. In case of change in the tax rates, the rates applicable at the time of invoicing will be considered

Turnover of 
Manufacturing 

Facility

Below 150 Cr 

150 Cr - 500 Cr 

500 Cr - 2000 Cr 

2000 Cr and Above 

Applicable 
Category

Emerging 

Medium 

Large 

Very Large 

Enrollment 
Fee

INR 90,000 /-

INR 90,000 /-

INR 90,000 /- 

INR 90,000 /- 

Assessment 
Charges

INR 1,91,840 /-

INR 3,11,364 /-

INR 3,97,600 /-

INR 4,95,300 /-

22ND DEC  2018

Last date for 
Receiving  

Enrollment form

DEC 2018

Commencement of 
Site Assessments

13THSEP 2019

NAMC Awards 
Event

AUG 2019

Awards 
Finalization

Enrolment Workshop Assessment

Report Awards 
Function
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The awards ceremony for the National Awards for Manufacturing Competitiveness 
would be one among the most prestigious industry events in the year 2019. It will be 

attended by industry experts, policy makers, investors and various other stakeholders 
of the manufacturing industry in India.

Panel discussions on hot topics related to manufacturing management 
and industrial economics will be part of the event. It shall be moderated by 

experts from the media and research industry.

An industry summit in which companies share finer nuances of their 
successful methodologies and best practices that helped them in their 

journey towards becoming more competitive.

NATIONAL AWARDS FOR MANUFACTURING 
COMPETITIVENESS - AWARDS CEREMONY

DISCUSS - DEBATE - DECIDE

Panel discussion during NAMC 2017-18
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QUICK FACTS ABOUT NAMC

Enquiries on the awards process,  
please contact

International Research Institute for Manufacturing
7th Floor, Vatika Business Centre, Wing-B, 
Supreme Business Park, Hiranandani Gardens, 
Powai, Mumbai - 400 076

Mr Vikram Sivalingam
+91 22 42019159
+91 91766 99658
vikram.siva@irimglobal.com

Please send your enrollment form to:

Contrary to a typical manufacturing excellence audit 
that scrutinizes an organization based on a checklist 
requirement, the NAMC Assessment evaluates an 
organization’s operational coherence to its growth plans. 

So far, over 400 assessments in over 250 facilities 
hailing from 180 plus organizations have been 
conducted successfully. 

The program is critically acclaimed among forward 
looking growth oriented organizations, more than 70% 
of the participating organizations are either global or 
national market leaders. 

The value proposition of participating in the NAMC is 
multidimensional encompassing training, evaluation  
and recognition.


